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ABSTRACT
A simplified derivation of the Fokker-Planck velocity coefficients in
the homogeneous case is presented. This involves a perturbation treat-
ment of the stellar interactions, keeping only lowest order terms in the
gravitational coupling constant. The method is then extended to the
derivation of the Fokker-Planck coefficients in energy and angular
momentum for the inhomogenous case. It is shown that for a typical
cluster it is reasonable to consider only interactions with field stars which
pass through a region about the test star within which the stellar distribution
is approximately homogeneous. Thus the determination of the Fokker-
Planck coefficients reduces to integration over a test star orbit of the local
Fokker-Planck coefficients for homogeneous field star distributions. This_
approximation makes a numerical calculation practical.
Using a quantitative model of a typical globular cluster, with a radial
cutoff at 100 parsecs to simulate the effects of galactic tides, the rate of
mass loss and the rate of change of the E-J space distribution function is
calculated. From the latter quantity the rate of change of the space
density distribution is determined. It is found that the density increases
within a small region near the center, decreases over an intermediate
region that contains most of the mass, and increases again in the outlying
portions. A parallel calculation is done for the rate of mass loss using
the approximation, which is frequently made, that the true field star
distribution may be replaced by a truncated ]Vlaxwellian distribution. The
result is too high by a factor of four. __n
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
The stochastic interchange of energy among the members of a stellar
cluster will lead to the escape of some of the stars, and an associated
modification of the distribution function of those that remain. The body of
work dealing with these phenomena is often known as "Statistical Stellar
Dynamics. " Perhaps the first contribution to this field was made by
Jeans (1913) who demonstrated that due to the long-range nature of the
gravitational force, energy exchange among stars takes place primarily
through the cumulative effects of a great many concurrent weak binary
interactions, rather than through unusually close encounters.
Ambartsumian (1938) and Spitzer (1940) made the first rough
estimates of the rate of escape of stars from clusters, using similar
methods. They assumed a spatially homogeneous cluster in which the
velocities of the members are given by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
truncated at the velocity of escape. The figure for rate of escape is
obtained by multiplying a characteristic relaxation time, during which the
tail of the distribution would presumably be filled out were the system
closed, by the number of stars in the truncated tail.
Chandrasekhar (1943a) pointed out that the Fokker-Planck equation
was the appropriate formalism to represent the statistical interactions of
stars. He was the first to evaluate the Fokker-Planck coefficients for
inverse square law forces (1942, 1943b), and he obtained a solution to a
simplification of the Fokker-Planck equation givir_ the rate of escape of
stars from a homogeneous cluster (1943c). In the latter calculation the
stars were assumed to respond to a Maxwellian distribution of field stars.
Spitzer and Harm (1958) presented a numerical calculation of the
exact solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for a homogeneous cluster
with a square well potential. The stars interacted with themselves, no
idealizations were made for the velocity distribution of the field stars.
For stars that are heavier than average the calculated distribution function
is fairly close to a truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, but for
lighter stars the distribution is considerably depleted well below the cutoff
velocity.
In recent years the advent of high speed digital computers has made
it possible to treat clusters with structures more physically realistic than
the homogeneous model and with self-consistent potentials. Most of these
treatments have dealt with the globular cluster, since its spherical
symmetry makes it the simplest possible case.
Several authors have attempted to derive mathematical models for
the internal structure of globular clusters from physical considerations
in conjunction with observational data. It is clear (Chandrasekhar, 194Z)
that the low energy stars must be very close to a Maxwellian distribution,
since the relaxation time in the dense inner region is a good deal less than
the cluster age. However the model that follows from the assumption of
an overall equilibrium distribution, of the form A e- _( E, is of infinite
mass. Thus it is clear that for a realistic model some sort of restriction
on the high energy stars must be introduced.
Woolley (1954) presented a model based on a truncated Maxwellian
distribution, but it did not accord very well with observation. More
3successful models are based on observational evidence (see Oort and Van
Herk, 1959) that the velocity distribution in the outer regions of globular
clusters is anisotropic, radial velocities predominating. Woolley and
Robertson (1956) assumed an equilibrium distribution with an abrupt cutoff
for stars whose orbits lay entirely outside a certain radius.
Van Herk (1959) proposed a distribution function of the form
where J is the angular momentum.
Von Hoerner (1957), trying to describe the structure of the cluster
MB, assumed an inner region in which there is an equilibrium distribution,
and an outer region that is populated entirely by stars that have evaporated
from the the inner region. He estimated the extent of this evaporation
using a method based on the relaxation time of the inner region. Von
Hoerner also looked at four possible external influences on the internal
structure of globular clusters, to wit, the tidal force of the galaxy, forces
due to other globular clusters, and interactions with stars of the galactic
plane and the galactic halo. Only the first proved to be significant. The
effects of the galactic tides can be approximated by a radial cutoff. This
is at such a distance from the cluster center that when the cluster is at its
closest to the galactic center, the difference between the attraction of the
galaxy at the nearest point of the tidal boundary and at the cluster center
is equal to the binding force of the cluster at the boundary. Thus
Oort and
Ae- C_E-P J2
G Mgal G Mgal G Mcl u
(R-rmax) _ -- R_ r Z
max
where R is the distance of closest approach of the cluster to the galaxy,
4and rmax the radius of the tidal boundary. Since rmax/R. < _ 1
ZMgal/)l / 3rma x _'_ R Mclu (1-1)
Unfortunately the observational data on the density distributions of
globular clusters is not yet sufficiently precise to indicate any one model
unambiguously. An additional complication is introduced by the fact that
the distribution of stellar masses in the clusters is also somewhat uncertain.
Further references to observational data can be found in the review articles
by Hogg (1959) and Michie (1964).
Previous calculations of the evolution of the structure of globular
clusters have all used some form of the hypothesis of a "quasi-steady
state. " That is, the general form of the distribution function is assumed
to be maintained, while one or more parameters in it vary with time.
King (1958) made an estimate of rate of mass loss of the type done
by Spitzer and Arnbartsurnian but for a cluster model with a more
realistic space dependence. He averaged the rate of escape over poly-
tropes of the third and of the fifth degree, and found it to be decreased
by a factor of 3. 5 to 4 from the value in the homogeneous case. In a
later paper King (1960) found a quasi-steady solution to the Fokker-
Planck equation for a homogeneous cluster in which the test stars
encounter the actual velocity distribution. He examined the effect on
the rate of mass loss of the decrease in escape velocity as the cluster as
a whole loses mass and found it to be comparable to the direct effect of
encounters.
w5
Michie (1961) worked with a cluster model based on the distribution
function
p(E,J) =A (1,z 
The form of the anisotropy is similar to the model of Oort and Van Herk,
and the high energy cutoff was chosen to fit the results of Spitzer and Harm.
Using the Fokker-Planck equation in velocity space and assuming a
truncated Maxwellian field star distribution, Michie found the local values
of rate of loss of mass and of mean square angular momentum. These
were integrated over the cluster to get the total loss of mass and mean
square angular momentum. Invoking the hypothesis of a quasi-steady
state, he calculated the changes in the parameters A, _ , and p from
the two aforementioned quantities together with the plausible assumption
that the total energy remains constant (since the energy of escaping stars
is very close to zero). Michie found that the density of his cluster
increased below two parsecs from the center, and above twenty. In the
middle region it decreased.
In a later series of papers Michie (1963a, 1963b, 1963c) derived
and explored the implications of a high energy correction to his
distribution function. This correction seems questionable since it depends
not only on E and J, but also on r. Both of Michie's calculations were
for isolated clusters.
Agekyan ( 1963, 1964) derived and solved a set of equations of the
hydrodynamic type leading to a quasi steady state. :To obtain the local
rate of mass, momentum, and energy loss due to escaping stars he used
6an approximation similar to Ambartsumian's . He also had to assume an
isotropic velocity distribution. The rate of change of density was found
to follow the same pattern as that in Michie's model, but the inner region
of density increase had a rad_usmore than ten times greater.
A related sort of calculation was performed by Von Hoerner (1963),
and Aarseth (1963). They programed computers to simulate exactly the
motion in time of a stellar cluster with from twenty-five to one hundred
members. The results also showed the pattern of mass increase in the
central and outer regions, and depletion in intermediate regions.
The natural way to find the time change of the structure of a
globular cluster is by means of the application of the Fokker-Planck
equation to the distribution function in energy and angular momentum
space. This enables one to do without any a priori assumptions of the
form of the change, such as are involved in the quasi-steady state
approach. The method also lends itself well to the inclusion of a tidal
boundary. In the present work such a calculation is carried out. No
artificial approximation is made on the field star distribution; the stars
encounter the actual distribution.
CHAPTER I I
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION 1 THE FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION IN E-J SPACE
A large stellar association may be described by a distribution
function giving the density of its members in a six dimensional position
and velocity space. In considering the evolutionary behavior of the
distribution function it is convenient to distinguish two types of instability,
or tendency toward change. Dynamical instability is obtained from the
collisionless Boltzmann equation, where the force at any point is taken
to be the average gravitational effect of the whole system. Statistical
instability is associated with the Fokker-Planck equation and is due to
the graininess of the distribution, which causes the force on a star to
fluctuate around its average value. For large stellar associations the
fluctuations are small compared to the average force, so the character-
istic time for statistical instability is much longer than that for dynami-
cal instability. Thus it is natural to treat the statistical evolution of
such a system as proceeding adiabatically through a sequence of
dynamically steady states.
It is easily demonstrated (Jeans, 1916) that a stellar system is
in dynamical equilibrium if and only if the distribution function depends
only on the integrals of the motion of the stars. Given the spherical
symmetry of the globular cluster the most general such distribution
function is f(E, J)dEdJ, where E is energy and J is the magnitude
8of angular momentum. The rate of change of f is given by the Fokker-
Planck equation. In E-J space this is:
_)f(E,J) ._at = " (f <_ E_ ) - --4-r (f _'A J) )
i a z l _z _z
+ Z _E z (f <Z_ Ea>) +Z _jZ (f (Z_ 9)) +_-_-_7(f(_E_ J,_).
(Z-l)
For a detailed presentation of the derivation and application of the
Fokker-Planck equation see Chandrasekhar, 1943a.
The quantities in angular brackets in (Z-I) are called the Fokker-
Planck coefficients and are functions of E and J. In general, if X is
a function of the integrals of the unperturbed motion of a particular star
(the "test star"), we define
(_X) = < _&_(T)-X(D)IT
ENS
(zrz)
In the above the curly brackets denote an ensemble average taken
over the initial configuration of the system with the coordinates of the
test star held fixed. T is a time interval, and (_ X_ is independent
of it so long as T is long compared to the force fluctuation time, but
short enough so that during it the motion of the test star is not signifi-
cantly affected by the fluctuations. The existence of a time satisfying
these two conditions implies the applicability of the Fokker-Planck
equation.
9Similarly to (2-2) we define
<_x_r> -- --, WT)- _o;j_{r(_u_-ry<,_;))( "r EN_
From (2-1) we may immediately obtain a flux vector in E-J
(z-3)
space
(2-4)
_t c)E dJ
The flux vector is defined so that (Z-5) will hold. Within this
requirement there is some latitude with respect to the term containing
(_Em J) which may appear in either or both components of the
flux. The choice made here insures that there is no flux across non-
physical boundaries, as is demonstrated in Appendix I.
Let us now derive the E-J space distribution function
f(E, J)dEdJ in terms of the phase space distribution function
The total cluster mass is given by
_._ .
d d# poE,s)
where J/ is the cosine of the angle between the stellar velocity and the
radius vector. We integrate only over positive// so that _, is a single
valued function of r, E, and J.
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From
V_
J = mYr_
we obtain
= ¢/-zz a
O(E,J) m "_ r/J
Changing the variables of integration in (Z-6) to E and J,
ing the integration over r inside the other two
and bring-
The r integral in the above is merely
(Z-6a)
3"_ /Z, where 7" is the period
of the orbit determined by E and J. Since (2-6a) actually holds over any
region of integration in E-J space, we may identify the integrand with
f(E,J) dEdJ.
F<j)=_m.J rOEj)p_<j) (z-7)
We will now turn to the evaluation of the Fokker-Planck coefficients.
First we will take up the derivation of the velocity space coefficients in
the homogeneous case. Following that, the treatment will be extended to
the coefficients in E-J space.
11
D SECTION Z FOKKER-PLANCK VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS FOR
A HOMOGENEOUS FIELD STAR DISTRIBUTION
D
D
The evaluation of the Fokker-Planck coeffic ients for the spatially
homogeneous case has been extensively treated (Chandrasekhar, 1942;
Rosenbluth et al, 1957; Gasiorowicz et al, 1956). We present here
a simpler derivation than is to be found in the literature. In the next
section the method will be applied to the inhomogeneous case of the
Globular Cluster.
In the homogeneous case the velocity is a constant of the motion
except for statistical fluctuations, and it is natural to write the Fokker-
Planck equation in terms of this variable.
(z-8)
where f = f(_ ) is now a function of the velocity and the Fokker-
Planck coefficients are defined as previously in (Z-Z) and (Z-3).
During a time on the order of T or less, the interparticle forces
cause only a small departure from uniform rectilinear motion. There-
fore, all but the non-zero terms of lowest order in G, the gravitational
constant, will be ignored. These will prove to be of order G Z, and
anticipating this result we will ignore higher order corrections.
We will assume short and long range cutoffs in the interparticle
force, denoted by d and D respectively. The value and physical
significance of these will be gone into later.
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Consider the first Fokker-Planck velocity coefficient, _Z_ _.
It is apparent there may be an average change of velocity only in the
direction of motion. Then from (Z-Z)
-..%
v,
If the initial position and velocity of the test st_r are
, the trajectory may be written as
-" - '-- F[FI '¢.Ir[O =_* rot ..km
(z-9)
(z=io),
For #_ T the last term in (Z-lO) is relatively small. Taking
the first iteration of (2-10) and expanding the dependence of the force
on the position
• c,,O t./#
From (2-9) and (2-11)
- s,,o VO ¢t0 "JE'It/S
(Z-lZ)
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Consider the first term on the RHS of (Z-12). Obviously the
average force at an arbitrary point in space is zero. Therefore, any
contribution from this term is due to the influence of the test star on
the spatial distribution of the remaining stars, which we call the
"field stars. " Following Gasiorowicz(1956), we call this term the
"polarization friction. "
Strictly speaking the ensemble average is modified by the con-
straint that at t =o the test star has position _ and velocity Vo
To the order in which we are interested this may be replaced by the
simpler approximation that the field stars feel the force of the test
star as coming at all times from the unperturbed position, _o + _7_
If the field star distribution has come to a steady state with
reference to the uniformly moving test star then the ensemble average
is constant in time. Keeping this proviso in mind we may drop the
time average.
We will determine the polarization friction due to those field
stars which have a particular velocity relative to the test star, and then
integrate over the field star velocity distribution. The perturbation
of the test star is taken to be the sum of a number of independent binary
interactions, which is justified by the smallness of the coupling.
In the rest frame of the test star we single out those field stars
with uniform unperturbed velocity _ in a particular direction, which
is taken to be the negative z direction. We use cylindrical coordinates
and z, and the test star is fixed at the origin. The equations of
14
motion of a field star are
where m is the test star mass and _--- Qc_l_n (JC'/Z).
These equations may be integrated sufficiently accurately by a
first iteration; the right hand side is evaluated at the unperturbed
position of the field star. An equivalent assumption is made in other
derivations but at a much later stage.
Then
d_= s d8
, -5- _ln_e
and integrating twice
dt
d t .¢_.
(Z-14)
_ = -6-rnu_ ( i-cosP,-osB_____- 5/n_)
_'Z - -_-
(z-15)
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where
to the influence of the test star, and _o is the value of
field star comes within range of the test star force.
_ and 42 are the perturbations on the field star position due
where the
D (2-16)
DEquations (2-14) and (2-15) hold for
except for those field stars that have passed within a distance _ of
the origin. For these stars the correction is easy to make, and proves
not to affect significantly the final result.
It is demonstrable that the component of the perturbation in the
z direction does not contribute to the polarization friction. From (2-14)
the perturbation velocity is even around _ = TF/_ , and is zero for
L_ 8o and for _ _ TT"- 8,, Since the test star is taken to be fixed
the system is symmetrical under space and time reversal, while a
Thus the net force on the
r and
force is odd under such a transformation.
test star must be zero.
Turning now to spherical coordinates
do r "
(z-17)
where r t and 9_ are the perturbed coordinates o£ the mass element
whose unperturbed position is given by _" and g. m I is the field
star mass and n the field star density. We may note that the time
asymmetry is here implicitly introduced in the assumption that the
16
unperturbed field star distribution is homogeneous, and the identifi-
cation of this distributuion with the state of affairs before the field stars
enter the force field of the test star.
To first order in _
c°s0# "" c°s0 ( osin0IFIZ _ Z 1 r Z_
r /
(Z-18)
Putting (Z-18) and (2-15) into (2-17) and integrating gives
477-/3 G Z # D
f ] turn In -- (Z-19)Fz = - _4Z d
ENS
D
where terms of order one compared with 1 n _- have been dropped. This
approximation is made in all published derivations. It is a good one, as
we shall see when we consider the values for D and d. We now see
that it was justified to take the zeroth iteration of the equations of motion
of the field star; (2-13). Significant departures from the latter approxi-
mation occur only for close encounters, and thus any correction terms
will not contain the factor lnD/d.
In laboratory coordinates (2-19) becomes
P
where V and V
respectively, and
are the velocities of the test and field stars
(V I) is the velocity distribution function.
17
Then
ENS 4 TT G Z Z m/ D f _ -- _W_/I 3 d3 v/= - m In -_- P (_/) [V
(Z-Zl)
In the special case where the field star distribution is isotropic
this reduces to
= - m m -- In N(V) (2-22)
ENS V 3 d-
where N(V) is the density of field stars of velocity less than or equal
to V.
This completes the evaluation of the polarization friction, the first
term on the RHS of (Z-12). Let us now consider the second term,
which will be called the "statistical friction. "
Statistical Friction _ f jo /o
/ &'NI
where 2%_(t) is the perturbation from uniform motion suffered by
the test star.
The polarization force is of order G Z, so if it is taken into
account in (2-23) the resulting terms will be of order at least G 3.
Therefore the influence of the test star on the field stars may be
ignored, and the ensemble average taken over the unperturbed field
(z-z3)
18
D
star distribution, which the prime on the ensemble average is meant to
indicate.
Equation (2-Z3) can be evaluated in a similar manner to the
polarization friction, if this is done, it becomes clear that the physical
mechanism underlying the statistical friction is the fact that the test
star trajectory bends toward any field star it encounters, so that the test
star is more strongly attracted when moving away from the field star than
when moving toward it.
However there is an easier way to obtain the magnitude of (2-Z3).
The polarization friction is obtained upon the assumption that the test star
moves uniformly and the field stars are perturbed by it. The statistical
friction is obtained upon the assumption that the field stars move
uniformly while the test star is perturbed by them. It is seen that the
two cases are reciprocal.
Assume a unit density of stars of mass m which are constrained to
be at rest, and a unit density of stars of mass m', with an unperturbed
velocity of L4 in the negative z direction, whose motion is perturbed by
the stars of the first class. The force on a star of the first class is the
polarization force and is given by (Z-Z0). The force on a star of the
second class due to the stars of the first class is by definition the statis-
tical force, and by Newton's Third Law it is the negative of (Z-Z0). Thus
the statistical friction is given by the negative of (Z-Z1) with m and m',
and v and v', interchanged, for in our example the field stars with
respect to the polarization friction are the test stars with respect to the
statistical friction.
Dividing the total average force by m we get the average change
19
of velocity per unit time, the first Fokker-Planck coefficient.
(A_= - 4TTGZm#(m+m/)ln d J! / _ _ _'I 3
Consider now the second Fokker-Planck coefficient;
.t,"
"Diffusion" coefficient. From (Z-3)
7- 7-
$o Fz(
Using (Z-ll) and keeping only terms of order G 2
._ --"--_/ dt / dt '_ _ +
In (2-26)
(z-z4)
the
ENS
(Z-Z5)
NS
(z-z6)
the force on the test star is taken at its unperturbed
position, and is due to unperturbed field stars.
Let the field stars have unit density and be constrained to remain
at rest, while the test star moves with constant velocity 14 along the
z axis. Since T is much longer than the fluctuation time of the force
on the test star we may assume that the encounter with each field star
is completed at time T, that is, the test star has passed out of range.
Then for each encounter, from (Z-14) and (Z-16)
,_V = 0
z 1
- = (Z-Z7)
b¢_ cos go D/_ 1 -- DZ /
Z0
where _ is the.impact parameter and _ V_ is in the direction of
the perpendicular from the unperturbed test star trajectory to the field
star.
(z-z8)
The sum in the above is taken over the individual field stars
encountered. The cross terms vanish under the ensemble average since
the positions are assumed independent.
In time T the test star can expect to encounter ZTTI d_647-
field stars at impact parameter _ Then from (2-2-7) and (2-Z8)
8 77 G Z /Zm D
= in -- (2--2-9)U d
where again we have dropped terms of order one compared with in D/d.
By symmetry, all the other Fokker-Planck coefficients are zero.
In order to transform this result to the laboratory frame it must
be written in tensor form:
U;U"
z_V; Z_ Vj 4 rrG2` D
= m In _- _4
(2--30)
Zl
Integrating over the field star velocity distribution in the lab frame
(v- v')i (v-v');
c 'J - .
17"--_,1
(z-31)
We may remark that the derivation of (2-31) holds for a random
space distribution of field stars. Thus the magnitude of the Fokker-
Planck coefficients will not be further increased by the effects of purely
random density fluctuations as has been suggested (Michie, 1964).
The coefficients may be a/fected however by the presence of close
binary or multiple stellar subsystems, which would increase the
l
effective value of m
We now turn to the evaluation of the force cutoffs. The short
range cutoff d is a formal artifact which is necessary to prevent
divergences due to close encounters. The divergences arise through
our use of a first iteration to solve (2-13), the field star equations of
motion. This process becomes inaccurate whenthe field star motion
is significantly affected by the test star.
Equations (2-24) and (2-3 1) have been derived elsewhere
(Chandrasekhar, 1942) with a more exact treatment of close
encounters, eliminating the necessity for a short range cutoff. The
logarithmic term then obtained is
D V Z
In
G (m+m')
where V 2 is the mean square field star velocity.
22
Then we should set
(z-3z}
The long range cutoff, D, is also necessary to prevent divergences
and it is present in all derivations. There is some disagreement as to
its value. Chandrasekhar (1942) rather arbitrarily chose it to be the
average interstellar distance. Others (Balescu, 1957) define it as the
Debye length in analogy to the plasma, but although this is correct for
a plasma it is not correct for stars. Gasiorowicz shows it to be the
mean free path of stellar motion, which is defined as the distance
a star travels before its mean vectorial velocity is reduced by a factor
of e. For encounters at this distance the assumptions made in the
derivations, of uniform motion of the test star or field stars, no longer
hold good. During the course of the encounter the particular stars under
consideration are significantly affected by other encounters, so the
assumption of binary encounters is no longer valid.
In the case of the globular cluster the cutoff will be determined
by its physical size, since the mean free path is a great deal larger
than this. D/d is very large whichever of the above choices is made,
so the value of lnD/d is quite insensitive to D. The largest and
smallest estimates differ by less than a factor of 2.
A more convenient form for the Fokker-Planck coefficients is due
to Rosenbluth, MacDonald, and ffudd (1957).
Z3
G (m,m'j
where
(z-33)
7r_,_;=f p __) 17-v_l d _v, (z-33a)
Equations (Z-33) and (Z-33a) easily reduce to the expressions derived
here, (2-24) and (Z-31).
Z4
SECTION 3 THE FOKKER-PLANGK COEFFICIENTS IN
E AND J FOR THE GENERAL CASE
We now take up the derivation of the Fokker-Planck coefficients in the
more general case of an inhomogeneous but spherically symmetric mass
distribution. The natural integrals of the motion are E and J. We will
first consider in detail the coefficient _z3 E ) •
From (2-2)
Now
where
d_ (z-34)
d-_-- in +
is the gravitational potential.
(z-35)
Putting in
we obtain
Vg= _dp"
d--_- ( Z- 36b)
(2-37)
Then from (2-34) and (Z-37)
(2-38)
?-5
We split the potential _9 into a steady part and a fluctuating part
where _9_f/_)is defined to be the average value of the potential at a radius r,
without reference to the presence of the test star at any particular point.
]
varies slowly with time in response to the evolution of the cluster
distribution function, is almost everywhere a small perturbation on
, so only lowest order effects of the former need be retained.
Similarly, we define
F(_,#) =-rn _ £(_t)
F(Ct)= -m7 t) (Z-4l)
:From (2-38) and (Z-39)
(z-4z)
Let
(z-43)
where _ ( t )
trajectory if
is the trajectory of the test star, _(t) is the unperturbed
Os = O, and A_ is the correction due to the fluctuating
Z6
part of the potential. Taking the derivative of (2-43)
 lt) -= Fo( ) (z-44)
In the first term on the RHS of (2-42), "_ (#) may be substituted for
..a
[- (t) since higher order effects are negligible. The ensemble average
may then be removed and the term evaluated straightforwardly. It is clearly
the energy change of the test star due to the time evolution of the cluster
distribution function. Since this is very slow compared to the stellar
motions, we may make an adiabatic approximation so that the term is a
function of E, J, and t only, and not of the phase of the test star in its
orbit.
Putting (2-43) into the second term on the RHS of (Z-4Z} and expanding,
we get
(Z-45)
Terms of order /-are neglected.
We substitute (Z-36) for the time partial derivative in both terms, and
integrate by parts. After a little manipulation, using the fact that
"A d
_7 X iC" = 0 one obtains
+ t
Z7
-#- T _ft) L
E,4,._"
+-(@L -'-/ :[nrt_q d4 (Z-46)
A prime on the ensemble average means that the unperturbed
ensemble average is taken. The justification for this is similar to that
in the previous section.
The first and third terms on the RHS of (2-46) are stochastic and
have no secular increase with time. They may therefore be ignored.
To understand the remaining terms it is instructive to consider
(/_ E_ in the homogeneous case.
' L mv--'.fA4> +__..__t,4v_,s
(Z-47)
In the homogeneous case the second and fourth terms of (2-46) reduce
to the polarization and statistical parts, respectively, of the first term of
(2-47). The fifth term of (Z-46) reduces to the second, or "diffusion"
term of (Z-47).
Expression (2-46) could in principle be directly calculated by
machine, although in practice it would be very time consuming. For _f"
only the first perturbation need be taken, and the same is true of the
perturbation on the field stars in the polarization term. However, the
Z8
field stars may no longer be taken to be independent, as we shall see later
in this section.
Starting from (2-3) one derives in similar fashion
o _ # #
where the summation convention is observed.
From (Z-Z)
[ TJo
Since _ is in the radial direction it may be dropped.
the remaining terms, and neglecting terms of order _13
(Z-48)
(2-49)
Expanding
(z-5o)
The first term on the RHS of (2-50) corresponds to the effects of
polarization friction and the second to statistical friction. The last term
has nc analogue in the homogeneous case.
Z9
Finally
In the evaluation of the ensemble averages for the homogeneous case,
it was assumed that the field stars were independent of one another. Of
course this is not quite true, but the contribution of the mutual dependence
of the field stars to the F-P coefficients is of third order in G and hence
is negligible. In the case of the globular cluster however the field stars
are interdependent through the requirement that the center of mass of the
cluster remain fixed, and the resultant effect is not in general small. As
soon as one assigns a particular position to one field star, the positional
probability distribution of the remaining field stars is modified in such a
way that the center of mass will be unchanged. The total force that is
due to this perturbation of the position distribution of the remaining field
stars will be called the recoil force. In general it is of the same order
of magnkude as the direct force of the selected field star. For if R is
a characteristic distance for the cluster, then the direct force will be of
order I/R Z at most points. The recoil force is due to N remaining
stars, each of which is shifted in a particular direction an average
distance R/N, and the space derivitive of the force due to each is abou_
k
I/R _ The product of these factors is again I/R Z.
The exact value of the recoil force depends on the position and the
velocity of the field star singled out, and on the distribution function of
3O
P
D
the whole cluster. It can not be approximated by a sum of binary inter-
actions; it is an irreducible N body phenomenon. Complicated as it is
by the mixing tendencies of the orbital motions of the stars, it is impossible
to calculate.
Suppose however that the point at which we want to evaluate the force
is a large distance from the cluster center, so that most of the mass is
well inside this distance. We may then express the potential due to a field
star in a multipole expansion.
Since the center of mass of the cluster remains fixed, it seems
reasonable to approximate the recoil force by the negative of the dipole
term in the expansion of the force of the field star singled out. The zeroth,
or monopole term is automatically excluded; it is static and hence belongs
to _ There does not seem to be any reason for higher multipole terms
to be systematically affected to any significant extent.
By use of this assumption we may evaluate the Fokker-Planck
coefficients for stars in outlying orbits. We re-express (Z-48) as
- r : volIt;Volt:')
where
td N
t
_ is a set of parameters determining the motion of the 1th
(z-5z)
field star, PN is the joint N particle distribution function of the field
stars, and the sum over all possible sets of CM's represents the ensemble
!
is the ith component of the non-steady part of the force
average. F1 i
of the Ith field star on the test star.
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Since PN ( CXt .... o(
in square brackets in (Z-52)
N) is symmetric in its
can be set equal to
N arguments the term
I M
/ ' i _.,._
But the second term in the brackets in (2-53) is just the recoil force
associated with the first field star.
T hu s
_,_._,, ' '_. _ _ =_
(2 =.54)
(2 -55_
where o_ represents a set of parameters describing an orbit, and fic_.
is the field star probability density in o4
f (0() = N _,(0()
In Appendix 2 it is demonstrated with the aid of (2-55) that for the
cluster model used it is possible with good accuracy to ignore all field + _
_Z
except those passing within a distance D of the test star, where D _s
small enough so that within it the field star distribution is approxlma_e11J
homogeneous. This suggests that the statistical perturbations on a test
star at a particular point in its orbit may be well approxlmated by the
expressions for the homogeneous case, with long range cutoff D. As the
expressions are quite insensitive to D the exact value chosen is not
critical. However, the legitimacy of the approximation further demands
that the motion of the test star and the field stars be approximately un'_form
and rectilinear over a distance D.
If these conditions hold we may immediately carry out the ensemble
average over the quantities relating to the force fluctuations in (2-46),,
(Z-48), (Z-50), and(Z-51).
Using {Z-If) and
---.%/
a d_
_Z-56)
(Z-46) becomes
wk_re (aV) and <._ V_> are given by (Z-33), and depend on
both through the local field star density and the local cutoff distance.
(z-57)
r
©
D
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Equation (2-48) becomes
W
where J,'il is in the direction of _ We have used the fact that
(/A VLA _') = 0 for i =_ j. This holds because of the symmetries of
the local field star velocity distribution, which has azimuthal symmetry
around the radius vector from the cluster center, and reflective
symmetry across the plane perpendicular to this vector.
Equation (2-50) becomes
-T-
I
where the last term in (Z-501 disappears, again because (_'A_j.)=_)
for i :_j.
Equation (2-51) becomes
(2-58)
(2-59}
(2 -60_
where _ Lkl is the completely antisymmetric tensor of third rank.
Using (2-57), (2-58), (2-59), and (2-60), together with (2-33,_
the calculation of the Fokker-Planck coefficients is straightforward. ;n
the integration T can be taken as one orbital period, since this is
certainly long compared to the fluctuation time for the relatively close
encounters that are considered.
CHAPTER III CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
The cluster model used is that of Michie (1961),
tidal cutoff at
function is
where
modified for a
r = 100 parsecs. The position-velocity space distribution
(3-1)
j z
Emax (3) = _ (Rmax) + 2R 2 (3_Z)
max
unit s
we take
A
d
P
The units used are parsecs,
G, the gravitational constant,
-15
is4.5x 10
= .225 x 1019
= .755 x 1011
= .2303 x 109
years, and solar masses. In these
Following Michie
(3 -3)
All stars are assumed to be of unit mass.
This model closely approximates statistical equilibrium near the
center and becomes increasingly anisotropic and non-gaussian at larger
radii, with most of the high energy stars having relatively small angular
momentum. This is in accordance with observational evidence, as we
saw in Chapter I. The assumed form of the high energy cutoff follows
Mich_e and is based on the calculation of Spitzer and Harms,
To give some idea of the magnitudes of the free parameters,
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O( _ (Rmax) is 7.42. For a circular orbit at 100 parsecs ]_ j2
7.45, while at 5 parsecs it is .165.
The physical shape of the model cluster is determined by the
equat ion s
re(r)
E
2
= m s (_(r) + _Z- ) (3®4a)
J = msVr V 1 "/i-/Z (3-4b)
(3-5)
Here m(r) is the mass density and m s the mass of a single star.
These equations were solved by repeated iteration until the values
obtained for the density changed by no more than one part in a thousand.
Table 3-1 contains some of the resulting values for _ and m.
As a result of the introduction of the tidal cutoff, the total mass of
the cluster is only about 60 percent of that of Michie's model. The two
models agree closely near the center, but at increasing distances from ir
the exact placement of the high energy cutoff becomes important, and the
density of the present model becomes progressively smaller with respect
to the other.
Also carried out was a direct integration of f(E, J)dEdJ. The
coordinates of integration were transformed to a, the apogee of the orbit,
TABLE 3- 1
CLUSTER DENSITY AND POTENTIAL AS A FUNCTION OF RADIUS
R rn
Radius Density Potential
(parsec) (#/parsec 3) (sotar mass-parsecZ/year 2)
O. 1688.0 O.
• 2 1609.0 .627 x 10 -8
• 4 1404.0 . 241 x 10 -9
• 6 1143.0 .508
• 8 889.0 .833
-101.0 675.0 .119 x 10
1.4 384.0 .191
1.8 225.0 .255
2.2 138.0 .317
2.6 89.5 .369
3.0 60.7 .414
3.4 42.7 .454
3.8 31.1 .488
4.2 23.3 .519
4.6 17.8 .546
5.0 13.9 .570
6.0 8.12 .621
7.0 5.04 .661
8.0 3.35 .694
9.0 2.31 .721
10. 0 1.66 .744
20.0 . 161 .863
30.0 .710x 10 "1 .910
40.0 . 106 .935
50.0 .373 x 10 "2 .951
60.0 .140 .962
70.0 .518 x 10 "3 .969
80.0 . 170 .975
90.0 .374 x 10 -4 .979
IO0.0 O. .983
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and c, the ratio of the angular momentum to that of a circular orbit of
radius a. The latter quantity is expressed as
_ma_ = _ _,, (3-6)
3 = c Z (a) (3-7)
d,_
In Figure 3-1 is a plot of M'(r) divided by the total mass,
the friction of stars in the cluster with apogee less than
is M(r)/Mro_- , the fraction of the mass within radius
The total cluster mass is 71,873..
(3-8)
that is
r. The upper line
r at any one time.
The local Fokker-Planck velocity coefficients were calculated from
the expressions of Rosenbluth, MacDonald, and Judd as given in (2-33)
and (2-33a)
(3 -9a)
(3 -9b)
where
;) = / p,cF,;,) / ;- d 'v" (3-10a)
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FIGURE 3-I FRACTION OF MASS WITHIN r AND
FRACTION IN ORBITS WITH APOGEE I_ESS THAN r
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J'p,_'_I_'-_"/d_"
Here pr is the local numerical position-velocity space density of
field stars of mass mr.
The integration of the derivatives of h and g was done in a
spherical coordinate system with the axis in the direction of the radius
vector from the cluster center, In this system
(3-10b)
(3-ii)
wher e
=f V'
_o d-/ Jo
_7T
_#
Y ?.,;+-'j(3-12a)
?,,;v;?') <__,,.b>
Y = v_*v'_-;vv',u/.,"
(3-13)
The formulas for the directional derivatives used in the RMJ formula
are, in spherical coordinates
4O
d_- ___
dv _)v
d_d_-v,_.Lzz__._..
dy,,, v _,,g
.d-. = I _ ___
dr. v vT_ a V:
_d)..-= _ "D" __d..
._.Z __ c _,,_) a_
d__ d _"= ,-v__ _,-VT_ a___
d vdv.,, v at,,av v=< _/.,,
_d ___a_<..+_ .x.,_
dv.,.dv+,- v_,a,,,,,a,y' v_<u-,x.,,->3<J4,' (3-14)
where d/dv is in the direction of the field star velocity,
the perpendicular to v in the direction of increasing ,,6, ,
the direction of increasing
We apply (3-14) to (3-1Z).
differentiation is carried out, since g
d/dye, is along
and d/dv_, in
may be set to zero a_ter the
and h are independent of it.
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There results
vZa +yZ3 -,-_ Z_,
av,..=a_Y_-,x,,'-2'3-p 2" b
(3-Is)
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i
W_ e r e
,..: p, 2/if _ '
- " V , 0 _ ) is as in(3 13), with the angle
%o ge ro,
From (Z-57) through (Z-60) together with (B-9) the
coefficients Jn E-5 space are easily found to be
(3-16)
set equal
Fokke r -Planck
i (3-t7)
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Y T ]o v_ de
(3-17)
(cont'd)
r T dV -//d_ J
r
=
¥
d_
In the above, A 3,1
is the total change in the perpendicular plane.
are zero by symmetry.
star of given E
A Jn and
tude of 5, by
(J + ha) z
is the change in the J
_/ and
The time integral is over one orbit o5
are related to A J,
= (j+ _j,, )Z + _ jZ
direction and _ J_
(_EaA>
a te st
the change in the magni-
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Solving to second order and averaging
(_.)) --(a J,) (3-18a)
for the model with all stars assumed to be of unit (solar) mass.
• ev lue {0Z m G are plotted in Figure
logarithmic factor is fairly flat over the cluster.
D. the long range cutoff, was obtained from the formula
Since p {/6//P'_ is even in /6"", g and h are also even. Inspection
of (3-.17) then shows that all the integrands are even in //" so it is possible
to integrate over only half a period.
The Fokker-Planck coefficients as given in (3-17) were calculated
3-Z. The
D-- ad_h_ (s-_9}
"dE,}.
This places the cutoff at the distance where the relative density change due
to the second derivative of the density is Z5 percent. That the local
Yokker-Planck coefficients are not affected by the first derivative of the
density can easily be demonstrated using the methods of derivation laid
out in Section Z of Chapter II. Thus it is quite a good approximation to
say that the stellar distribution is constant within a sphere of radius D
for the purposes of calculating the coefficients.
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Below one parsec from the cluster center D had to be filled in by
an educated guess, since the second derivative of m becomes zero some-
where near the center.
The propriety of neglecting all field stars more distax_ than D is
discussed in Appendix 2.
The stellar flux was calculated from the Fokker-Planck coefficients
using equations (2-4)
Thus far, the contribution to (ZI E) due to the change of the
cluster potential (see equation (2-42) and the discussion which follows
it) has not been included. _'E and % are given in Figures 3-3 and
3-4, in terms of the coordinates a and c set out in {3-6) and {3-7).
For values of a smaller than seven parsecs the various te,rms c_f the fluxes
cancelled one another so closely that the calculated figures lost significance
The same held true at larger apogees for C) .65.
The time derivative of the distribution function was then obtained by
Jt BE Oy (3 -zo)
We will now detail the calculation of the change of the actual space
configuration of the chster due to a change in the E-J space distribution
function.
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We start with (Z-7)
where
distribution,
Also
f is the E-J space distribution,
and _ the orbital period
(3-Zl)
the position-velocity space
where
_-_ dr (3-ZZa)
--_-_E_ <_E#$_ is the change in f due to the change of the cluster
potential and corresponds to the first term in (Z-4Z). _o f is the change
in f due directly to stochastic effects and is obtained from (3-Z0).
f. _ , _ , etc. signify changes in the respective quantities in a
time short compared to the cluster evolution.
From (3-ZO) and (3-ZI)
8_=j7 - (3-Z3)
Now
=
drm,_ Vr ur_in
(3-Z4)
5O
where V'r is the radial component of the velocity.
vr -/hT-E -_rr_-_/c_ (3 -zs)
i
into the last term of (3-24) and using (3 -_-_a)
_ _/_/_ , ariaputtingthis
A__? dr
_7"= -a _F J,.._ v,-
9-(_E)s, , i3-26_
--dE
Substituting (3-Z6) into (3-Z5)
Finally we find _/D ,
(3-4) into an integral in E-3
the change in space density.
space
,.rr,E)
Transforming
(3 -z8)
where V_ is given by (3-25) and
ff 0 (3-z9)
Using the fact that p (E, Jim/n ) = 0 for E _el°(P,,_), for this is an
orbit that grazes the tidal boundary so that E = Emax(Ji) in (3-I), we
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have
Putting (3-30) into (3-Z8) we get
(3 -30)
and
¢( ) Jz.,.
In (3.31) we let m ---_ m +_n3#
w --_ _ - [_°/W toget
(3-31)
_(r) JJ,_,,,
Comparison of (3-32) with (3-28) and (3-31) shows that fO_
regarded as being generated by an effective change in p of
+
/
(3-32)
can be
Corrbining this result with (3-27) we have
(3-33)
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This, together with
and (3-22a) for (A E_p
cluster.
(3 -34)
determines the change in the structure of the
Jm was calculated by iterating these equations with _ defined
up to a = 55 parsecs, which would include 97 percent of the cluster
mass. The calculated values for _0 _ were extended by assuming that
below a = 7 parsecs the distribution function remains of the same form
as given in (3-1), with small changes in the parameters A and c_
The assumption is justified by the fact that for the energies involved the
distribution function remains quite close to the Boltzmann distribution.
Using (3-6) and (3-7) we find that the total flux across a surface of
constant apogee a is
If
in (3-1),
/
(3-35)
The energy flux is determined by inserting an E into the integral.
A "-'9 A (I+_), O( ---@ O( + _C( , where A and d are as
then the first order change in f is
df = ( E - E _0[ )f (3-36)
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Inte g r ating _f and E_f over the region a < 7 parsecs
(3 -37)
where
brackets are averaged over that region.
Applying (3-35) across the surface
M is the total mass in the inner region and the quantities in square
_M = - .310x 10 -6
-16
_E = - .214x 10
Solving (3-37) we get
-10
= .351 x 10
JC_ = .961
-I0Sd/_ is . 128 x 10
f below a = 7 parsecs.
For C_ .65 _f
a = 7 parsecs yields
Equation (3-36) now gives the change in
was taken to be proportional to f, and its
magnitude set to account for the local flux across the C = . 65 surface.
Equations (3-22a), (3-33}, and (3-34) were iterated until _f_
changed by less than 1 percent. The results are presented in Table 3-2-.
There, vfo/r_ is the change in density due to _o]D alone. ¢fo/O was
defined only up to 55 parsecs in this calculation, but above about
30 parsecs Cfo m is negligible compared with oJr_ in any case. In
other words the effects of the change of potential greatly outweigh those
of the change in the distribution function.
CHANGE
TABLE
IN DENSITY AND
3-2
POTENTIAL PER YEAR
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R
(parsec)
O.
.2
.4
.6
.8
1.0
1.4
1.8
2.2
2.6
3.0
3.4
3.8
4.2
4.6
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
6O.O
70.0
80.0
9O. 0
I00.0
_om
solar mass/
parsec 3)
-7
.276 x I0
.254
•207
.146
•88Z x 10 -8
.455
-I0
.525 x I0
-. 125 x 10 -8
-. 145
-. 130
-. 107
-. 844 x 10 -9
-. 665
-. 528
-.420
-. 334
-. 194
-. 107
-10
-. 706 x lO
-.462
-.297
-12
-. 137 x I0
-12
.224 x 10
-13
•301 x I0
-14
.493 x I0
gm
(solar mass/
parsec 3)
.583 x l0 -7
•529
.406
•264
.146
.671 x 10 -8
-. 565 x 10 -9
-8
-.Z54 x i0
-.251
-. 204
-. 159
-. 120
-.909 x 10 -9
-. 700
-. 541
-.421
-. 232
-. 124
-I0
-. 777 x I0
-. 485
-. Z95
-ll
•103 x I0
-12
•583 x I0
•175
-13
•735 x I0
.364
.203
•124
-14
•815 x I0
(solar mass-
parsecZ/year 2)
0.
-22
.213 x I0
.787
-21
.157 x I0
.240
.316
•429
•490
.511
.5O6
•487
•459
.428
.395
.362
.330
.255
.190
•135
•886 x I0 -zz
.489
-. 146 x I0 -zl
-. Z09
-. 239
-.256
-. 267
-. 274
-.280
-.285
-.288
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Since _ in (3-36) was found to be positive, =[{ is positive at low
energies. Most of the stars at the center of the cluster are of low energy
so the density there increases. The consequent increase of potential near
the center causes the low energy stars to be restricted to a smaller volume,
so the density increases still more. As we can see from Table 3-2 the
density gain extends up to about I. 4 parsecs.
In a region containing most of the mass of the cluster, from I. 4
parsecs up to about 15 parsecs, the rate of change of density is negative.
Beyond the latter point the change in the distribution function is less
important than the negative change in the potential which enables more
stars to attain a given distance from the center so that the density change
is positive once more.
Figure 3-5 shows the flux across surfaces of constant a, The lower
line, _o , is defined by (3-35) and does not include the effects of the
change of the structure of the cluster. The upper line, _, which takes
the change in potential into account, is defined by
(3 -38)
The first term in the integral in (3-38) is simply the additional com-
ponent of _- which depends on the evolution of the potential function.
The second term describes the drift of stars across the surface due to the
change in apogee which attends the local change in potential. It may be
derived by substituting o_ for /J_ (3-8), ot_ representing the
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change in apogee. From (3-6), keeping E and J fixed,
from which (3-38) follows immediately.
In Figure 3-5 #_0 rises sharply until about a = 15 and is remarkably
flat thereafter. (The slight peak near 30 is quite likely a spurious effect
of the method of calculation. ) _ is reasonably flat. This would indicate
that the form of the high energy cutoff calculated by Spitzer and Harm
carries over well into the inhomogeneous case, but the effects of the change
of potential will cause the cutoff to be somewhat less abrupt. The two curves
meet at a = 100, since there f(a, c) is zero and so is the difference as
given in (3-38). This point of intersection gives the rate of escape of stars
from the cluster, since the tidal escape boundary is the a = 100 surface.
Most previous calculations of this nature, as we saw in the first
chapter of this work, replaced the actual field star distribution by a
Maxwellian or truncated Maxwellian distribution. This approximation was
made implicitly in the calculations based on a local relaxation time done by
Ambartsumian (1938), by Spitzer (1940), and by Agekyan (1963, 1964), and
explicitly in the more sophisticated Fokker-Planck methods of
Chandrasekhar (1943c) andMichie (1961, 1963a).
In order to test the validity of this approximation we carried out
another calculation of the flux in which the local field star distributions
were replaced by truncated Maxwellian distributions, normalized to have
the correct total space density. The velocity cutoff was taken to be at
the local tidal escape velocity for stars moving in the same direction
as the test star. It was felt that this convention was the best means of
o__
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comparing the isotropic Maxwellian model to the more accurate model, in
which the maximum velocity of the field stars depends on their direction
of motion.
The flux for the truncated Maxwellian field star distribution was
calculated in the region from a = 60 parsecs to a = 100 parsecs. 2ao
ranged from 2.3 times the correct value at a = 60 parsecs up to 3.7
times the correct value at the tidal escape boundary.
In fact, the approximation of a truncated 1VIaxwellian field star
distribution is quite good for most stars, but not for stars of very high
energy, which are the ones that are important in calculating the rate of
escape. Such stars spend almost all of their time in regions where the
potential is high enough so that the local field star distribution is signifi-
cantly affected by the exact shape of the high energy cutoff. Moreover,
a star interacts most strongly with field stars of approximately the same
velocity, so a high energy star is more affected by the discrepancy near
the cutoff than one of moderate energy. Finally, the form of the
anisotropy is such as to decrease the number of higher energy stars, so
the elimination of the anisotropy increases the average energy of the field
star distribution.
Table 3-3 contains the local value of (Z_E_2 at several radii for
the field star distribution used in the model and for a truncated Maxwellian
distribution of equal density. The test star is taken to have zero angular
momentum, and enough energy to graze the escape boundary.
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TABLE 3 -3
COMPARATIVE VALUES OF (A EZ> FOR TRUE DISTRIBUTION
AND TRUNCATED MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION
R
(Parsecs) For True Distribution For Maxwellian Distribution
-1 -I
0. .ZZ41 x I0 .Z406 x I0
5, .Z014 x 10 -3 .Z575 x 10 -3
i0. ._.0Z0 x 10 -4 .2931 x 10 -4
15. .44Z3 x 10 -5 .6957 x 10 -5
Thus far we have implicitly assumed the tidal escape boundary to be
stationary, but actually it will move inward as the cluster loses mass.
The location of the boundary is approximately given by (I-I).
/-max = R (Mclu/_-Mgal)1/3
where Mcl u and Mgal are the masses of the cluster and the galaxy,
respectively, and R the distance between them. Then
r j
= max Mclu (3-39)
max 3 Mcl u
ffrma x multiplied by the force at the tidal boundary is the change
in the value of the high energy cutoff due to the change in r . From
max
(3-39)
G j
Jr x Force(rmax) = Mclu (3-40)
max 3r
max
6O
Taking _Mcl u = - . 7 x 10 -6 stars/year, =_rmax lr(rmax) --
10 -22
-. 105 x . But _ _0 (rmax) = -. 29 xl0 -21, so the effects of the
change of the radius of the tidal boundary are relatively insignificent.
The rate of mass loss obtained was rather higher than Michiels
figure of . 49 x 10 .6 stars/year. This is in spite of the fact that Michie
made the approximation of a truncated Maxwellian field star distribution,
which as we have seen would tend to increase the rate of mass loss by a
considerable factor. This consequence was more than offset by the
introduction of the tidal cutoff. The mass of the cluster treated here
was only about two-thirds that of Michie's model, while the central
"temperature" was the same, so that the ratio of the average stellar
kinetic energy to the escape energy was considerably increased.
To sum up, the utilization of the Fokker-Planck equation in energy
and angular momentum space enables one to obtain a detailed picture of
the time evolution of any cluster model, and allows the introduction of
any arbitrary form of escape boundary. It is expected that the method
can be extended to more complicated kinds of large stellar associations.
Due to the large amount of machine time that is required to calculate the
Fokker-Planck coefficients, it is unfortunately not feasible to follow the
evolutionary development of the cluster through a number of time steps.
However, this situation will change with the advent of the next generation
of computers,
FLUX ACROSS
APPENDIX 1
NONPHYSICAL BOUNDARIES
In this section we will show that the flux across the boundaries of the
domain of the E J space distribution function is zero, except for the tidal
escape boundary. The nonphysical boundaries to be considered are at J = 0,
and J = Jmax(E), which corresponds to circular orbits. No star may have
a greater angular momentum than one in a circular orbit without having
greater energy also.
The expressions for the flux are
if--.
JE
(Al-1)
For small values of J, f is proportional to 3. Thus near J = 0.
where we have used the fact that
i
Jb- Sb
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From (3-17) and (3-15), for J = 0
1
where the Z's are as defined in(3-16). When]U= 1, Z8 = _(Z4 - Z5).
Thus _y = 0 for 5 = 0.
The outward flux through an arbitrary section of the Jmax(E)
boundary is
o,_,A_Fo #_7 dBFLUX = [ _: &B - B
E and J are the parameters of a circular orbit of radius
o o
E (B) = _(B) + jZ (B)IZB z,
o o
_IB) = jZ(B)/B 3 we find that
o
whe r e
From
o rbit
B.
and using the fact that for a circular
_b t__ J8 B ?#
whe re
v ° denotes the velocity of a star in a circular orbit of radius B.
The n
(At-3)
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Using (3-16) and setting // = 0 we get
f r,_O)-i(AE)- E (- _ _- _ _-*Z S-+_ a)B (A1-4)
Since radius, velocity and inclination to the radius vector are constant
for a circular orbit we have discarded the integration over the orbital period.
The remaining terms may be split into
i aB dmj
J_S_z:If_ _ vo___
a (-d-D-/L_J- c__;-_.7-) aB
_J
v: ;____(4 EA ,yTofB (A1-5}
zero.
By referring to (3-16) the first integral above is easily seen to be
To reduce the second integral it is necessary to evaluate the partial
derivatives of the Fokker-Planck coefficients.
Consider an arbitrary Fokker-Planck coefficient
-- C4 YCe+_4_v_+,_v)d_-_.Y(s,o vo)dq
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where B + zSF , // , and v + _ v are coordinates of the orbit
E +AE, J
O O
Expanding to second order in the perturbation from circular notion,
one obtains
(AI-6)
where the square brackets represent an average over one orbital period.
Similarly
(A1-6a)
where the square brackets represent time averages taken over the orbit
Eo' Jo - £ J"
The motion of a star in a near circular orbit may be determined by
expanding the equation
F :- + -7
around B. Letting r = B + x, and keeping terms of second order in x
{which turn out to be of first order in Z_ E and ,_ J) one obtains
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_'=_nc, x_3c_X __ _Jo,_J.
B_ (AI-7)
where
'I W)C,=_ -
'/V la_)Bs- / (A1-7a)
The undetermined constant in the solution to (AI-7) may be evaluated
by fitting it to the apogee and perigee of the orbit,
E = _(r) + JZ/ZrZ around B. For the orbit E
O
obtained by expanding
+ AE, J
O
= Y_= sin _-_, _ -
. L.l
Ci
(AI-8)
For the orbit E o, J ° - A J
d.1-_ 4J-- _.___.__v__Jcos_ _fZ,f
(Ai-8a)
The quantities to be averaged over an orbit in (AI-6) and (AI-6a)
may be expressed in terms of x and k
_r=x
/ B 8 i +_J_ B
-- X__ (Ai-9)y= Vo rob
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From (AI-8) and (A1-8al
[/0 = o
,Vo[fU = AE or B AJ-
[x_]= 0 (Al-lO_
A useful relationship that follows from (AI-6), (AI-9), and (AI-10) is
vojI _,a K. * (Ai-ll)
where (Y) is a function of ,//lV/ and r averaged over a circular orbit.
All terms in (AI-6) involving averages other than [A/'2 and /_ _'] cancel.
Putting (3-17) into the second term of (AI-5), and separating terms
Z
involving// , in which all other quantities can be taken at their undisturbed
circular values, one obtains
+J,T
(AI-IZ)
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D
+
Z
Alter applying (AI-6), (AI-9), and (AI-10), the/Z/ terms give
_IZ1-Z 5-) dB
and the remaining terms give
;JB
_oll4
(z,-,,--z _,)dB
Referring back to (AI-3) and (AI-4), we see that the flux across the
J boundary is zero.
max
The above also justifies the particular form taken for the flux in
(?--4). The most general choice of flux that satisfies the equation
J_ JE 2J-
(AI-13)
is
(Ai-14)
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where c is an arbitrary constant. Any choice of c will give correct
results if all boundaries are integrated over, but the actual physical flux
may be obtained by requiring that the flux across nonphysical boundaries
be zero.
For an arbitrary value of
Bmox
aJJ
c, the flux across the 3marx boundary is
_B jJ
_B '_D__i<aE dBDE 2dE
Clearly then the proper choice for the physical flux is
(Al-iS)
1
C - RZ"
APPENDIX Z
EFFECTS OF DISTANT FIELD STARS
In this section we wish to justify the neglect of distant field stars in
the calculation of the local Fokker-Planck coefficients. More precisely,
we have chosen a spherical region about each point of the cluster within
which the effect of the departure from homogeneity is small. The space
integration implicit (as detailed in Chapter II, Section II) in equations
(Z-33), which yield the local Fokker-Planck coefficients, is carried out
over this region and under the assumption of homogeneity. The exact
criterion used to determine the size of each local region is given by (5-19).
Figure 3-Z shows the values of D, the radius of the local regions,
and ln(D V_/Z G m !, the expression in which D enters the Fokker-Planck
coefficients, plotted against the distance from the center of the cluster.
In the region below 50 parsecs, where effectively all the stellar inter-
actions take place, the logarithmic factor stays close to 8. Thus if D
Z
were to be multiplied by a factor of e , or 7.4_ the logarithmic term
would be increased by only Z5 percent. A comparison of the values of
D used and the structure of the cluster as set forth in Figure 3-1 shows
Z
that the factor of e is a very reasonable upper limit for the underesti-
mation of the calculated Fokker-Planck coefficients which is caused by
ignoring field stars outside the local regions of homogeneity. The calcu-
lation that follows indicates that this upper limit is over-generous.
There remains the possibility that since the density varies by many
orders of magnitude over the entire cluster, a star in a sparsely populated
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peripheral region might be more strongly affected by stochastic interactions
with stars in the dense inner nucleus of the cluster than with those in the
imme diate vicinity. To examine this possibility we have carried out a
on equation (2-55), to get an estimate of (Z_ _)calculation based
due to the field stars near the core of the cluster for a test star in an out-
lying circular orbit.
Let the test star be at a distance R from the cluster center, located
on the E axis of our coordinate system and moving in the _ direction.
The position of a respresentative field star is given by the spherical polar
coordinates r, £, and q, where f and q are the polar and
azimuthal angles respectively, and the _ axis is the polar axis. If
r < R, the component of the force of the field star on the test star in the
direction of motion of the latter is
_=_f-_ 5J/l{CO5_ q- 9C----_RSI/I[C°SfC°S_-I-''" I
(A2- I)
The recoil force is assumed to be the negative of the first term of
the expansion as explained in Section III of Chapter II. In order that the
calculation might be done in a reasonable amount of computer time the
approximation was made that as far as the force is concerned the test star
remains stationary. Also, only the first couple of terms of the expansion
were kept. The integration was carried out for field stars with apogees
up to one-half the radius of the test star orbit, since beyond this point the
last mentioned approximation becomes unjustifiable, even as an estimate.
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Under these assumptions, and using (A2-1), (2-55) becomes
- F7 dt l'(f)cosqct)cosqct.9
A 5,,nfl )s/n  te9 cos-6le)cosSteJ"c R_
(A2-2)
In the above f(_) represents the field star probability density in some
arbitrary parameter; and v is the velocity of the test star. Although the
second term in the square brackets is of one higher order in r/R than the
first, it is positive definite and the first is not.
We recall that in (2-2) we defined the Fokker-Planck coefficient as
{AZ-3)
where the time interval T is required to be long compared to the
correlation time of the forces on the test star. When the stars are
members of a closed cluster they cannot be said to move out of range of
one another, and the correlation time can be considered to be the shorter
of the relaxation times of the test star and the field star. Thus it seems
that we would have to follow the stars involved through a great many
orbital periods to calculate the Fokker-Planck coefficients. {This diffi-
culty is not present in the case of stars that have an encounter that is
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close with respect to the size of the cluster, since the odds are that
another encounter of comparable importance will not again occur between
them within a relaxation time. Thus in this case the stars can be said to
separate for good after the encounter. )
In the following it will be shown, however, that a good order of
magnitude estimate of the Fokker-Planck coefficients can be obtained by
replacing T by the orbital period of the field star, and summing over
field star orbits. For simplicity we will consider the case of a test star
that moves in a circular orbit, and a field star in an orbit of given E and
J that lies in the same plane. This does not differ in any essential way
from the general case.
Let H(E, J, 8) be the change of energy of the test star due to the
field star during one field star period, from perigee to perigee. 9 is
the angle made by the position vector of the field star at its apogee with
the simultaneous position vector of the test stir, and E and J refer to the
field star. H is taken to include the effect of the recoil force.
It is not hard to see that
as a sine series
---
If the initial value of
H is odd in 9. Thus it may be expressed
Oo
A /g J; o r[-
0 is 9 o, the change of energy of the test star
after N + 1 field star periods is
N N
1"I=0 _:0 Jf:l
At 5/f}['K_ "t-Kn ]') (A_--4)
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- _ (E, 5) is the increment in 0 for each field star orbit.where
Now from (A2-3)
where the integration is over the field star orbits.
We put (AZ-4) into (A2.-5) letting T = (N + l) "y(E, J), "_'(_.., 3) being
the field star period. The expression will not depend on N so long as N
is much greater than the ratio between the field star relaxation time and
the period. For the globular cluster this ratio is at least of order l0 g .
Thus we can use the same N for all field stars, and N >> I.
After averaging over 0 ° we obtain from (AZ-4) and (A2-5)
I I WEI d,T
I
Making the substitution CO.5"('p_"_,) = --_-l_iPK('l-_ -['P/(()
the sum in p becomes a combination of a geometric progression plus the
derivative of a geometric progression, and may be evaluated without diffi-
c ulty. We get
5m; Kg
(AZ-7)
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For most stars the term in square brackets is of order one, so the
contribution to the value of _Z_E _) is of order l/N, which is negligible.
However, for a few stars _£_ n?Tj in which case there are resonance
effects and the term in square brackets is of order N 2. The half width
of these resonance peaks is of order 1/N.
Using the formulas
4_ S/'nX _T Nod d
T N
= even
Nodd
it is possible to average the term in square brackets over the angle. One
finds
I_ 51n ICoS}(
IVx +__ +
gin X 5/n_X 5/n_X - sm_x - s_ x J
=;17- Jo szo;X
/- r dx
(AZ-8)
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From this result, and from the fact that effectively all the contribution
to the integral comes from narrow regions about the resonance points, we
can see that the term in square brackets in (A2-7) may be replaced by
)7"]-(/V/'I']) -]_]-f , The terms in N cancel out and we get
h=l
laE=> F dE/dJ --f(CJ)
_ t_,,E,d.) _al<-' op[ _l(_,, j-) n Tr-Kj
Now
(AB-9)
where 6(E, J) is the advance of the field star apogee per period, and "_t
is the test star period. _ depends on E and J in a rather complicated
way, and the distribution function for the field stars in terms of the associ-
ated Y will be pretty well spread out over its region of definition. Also
2 (E, J) / 9"(E, J) will not be correlated in any simple way withA K
Thus it seems legitimate for the purpose of an order of magnitude estimate
to replace the integral over the regions singled out by the delta function,
by an integral over the total region of definition of f(E, J). We make the
approximation
(AZ -l 0)
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where _ indicates equality within an order of magnitude. If f_ [ )d¥ ,
the field star distribution in terms of _" , were perfectly flat over the
interval O -_ /=- _rl- it would have the value _)/_YYwhere 27 is the
stars. If in addition A_ and 9" were constants, (AZ-10)number of field
would hold as a strict equality. Here we see whence proceeds the ZTF in
the denominator of the RHS of (AZ-10).
Then finally, from (A2-9) and (AZ- 10),
(AZ-II)
But the RHS of (A2-1 I) is the result that would be immediately obtained by
averaging over the field star distribution the square of the change of the
test star energy that takes place in one orbital period o£ the field star.
Thus, for the purpose of an order of magnitude estimate, T in (AZ-Z) may
be replaced by _V , the test star period.
The shape of the field star orbits were parametized by a and c as
in (3-6) and the orientations were parametized by the Eularian angles
as given in Goldstein, page I07. The orbits were taken to be in the x _z'
plane of the rotated coordinate system, with the apogee in the z'
direction. Using Goldstein's notation for the Eularian angles,
cos5 - ÷ cos cosS"
(AZ-lZ)
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In the above c.5z is the polar angle of the field star in the rotated coordinate
system,
Because of the symmetries of the situation it is only necessary to
integrate over the region Oe_ O -_ _---_ O_'-7_s _I -- "
Table AZ-I presents the results of the calculation and, for comparison,
the corresponding values of <AE I} due to local field stars, as obtained
from equation (2-35). The effects of the central field stars are clearly
negligible.
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TABLE A2- I
COMPARATIVE EFFECTs OF CENTRAL AND
STARs ON TEST STARS IN CIRcuLAR
R
Test Star
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
LOCAL FIELD
ORBITS
% Mass
 ith APogee to
Central Field Due to
35 _ LOcal Field
•33 x 10"34
57 -58x 10-32
• 16 x 10"35
68 .36 x 10"33
•23 x 10"36
76 •56 x 10"34
•58 x 10 -37
82 • 13 x 10"34
,20 x 10"37
86 •36 x 10-35
• 79 x 10"38
90 • 10 x 10-35
• 36 x 10-38
93 • 30 x 10-36
• 17 x 10"38
96 •84 x 10"37
•86 x 10"39
•13 x 10"37
NUMERICAL
APPENDIX 3
METHODS USED AND SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT S
The calculation was done on an IBM 7094 computer with a core
memory of 3Z, 000 words. All programs were written in Fortran.
All quantities that are functions of position were stored in arrays in
which the intervals between tabulated values varied as follows over different
parts of the cluster. Below five parsecs from the center the interval was
• Z parsecs, between 5 and 15 parsecs the interval was .4 parsecs, and
above 15 parsecs radius the interval was 1 parsec. This grid was chosen
to insure that the value of the density obtained from the table by three point
interpolation errs by no more than 1 part in 500.
Given a density distribution the potential was calculated by integrating
(3-5) out from the center. The integration used a trapazoidal approximation
over intervals l/Z0 the size of the local r grid interval. The radial force
at each point was also determined in this calculation.
The local space density was obtained from the distribution function
(3-1) and a given potential function by following (3-4). The polar angle was
integrated over from 0 to 7T/Z using intervals of size ]7"/Z0. This
integration used Simpson's rule, except for velocities so high that the stars
of zero angular momentum lay above the tidal cutoff, in which case the
trapazoidal rule was used. The integration over the magnitude of the
velocity also followed Simpson's rule, with intervals 1/30 the size of the
maximum local velocity. The maximum local velocity is attained by stars
whose perigee is r and whose apogee is at the tidal boundary. It is given
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by the formula
V
max
The local Fokker-Planck coefficients follow from equations (3-9)
through (3-17). The integrals over the azimuthal angle in (3-16) were
expressed in terms of elliptic functions (Jahnke and Emden) which in turn
were generated by power series. A suitable power of v' was factored
out of each azimuthal integral so that it was left as a function of the ratio
of v', the field star velocity, to v, the test star velocity. Intermediate
arrays were then calculated which contained the azimutal integrals as
functions of the ratio of v' to v, and of the two polar angles, The values
for the field star polar angles e' and 77-- 0' were combined to take
advantage of the symmetry of the field star distribution. The integrations
over v' and 9' were then performed in the same manner as in the density
calculation, using the intermediate arrays, and trapazoidal integration
!
in 9.
When the velocities of the test and field star are vectorially equal
the integrals over the azimuthal angle become infinite. There is no
actual divergence, however, when the integral is done continuously over
three dimensions. Moreover, when the integration is taken over the two
dimensional spherical shell v' = v, although the individual Z integrals
given in (3-16) diverge, the particular combinations of them that lead to
the Fokker-Planck coeffients do not. To take advantage of this, the Z
integrals were combined to give the Fokker-Planck coefficients before the
9' integration.
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The planes in the intermediate arrays corresponding to v'/v = 1 were
filled with the mean of the values for v'/v = .99 and v'/v = I. 01. Since the
value of the function represented in the array is sharply peaked near _" = v',
a further adjustment was indicated. All points in the array for which _ and
_" had the same polar angle were assigned values which led, on integration
over @', to the correct answers for an isotropic field star distribution, in
which case the integrals can be calculated analytically.
The calculated values of the local Fokker-Planck coefficients were
arranged in three dimensional arrays depending on r, and on the magnitude
and polar angle of the test star velocity. The standard grid was used for r.
The steps in velocity used were I/10 of the maximum local velocity for
r < 15 parsecs, and I/5 of it for r > 15 parsecs. The angular step was
7T'/lO.
To evaluate the orbital Fokker-Planck coefficients as given by (3-17),
_dt was transformed to l'dr/vrwhere V r is radialvelocity. The
integration used a three point parabolic formula over the same intervals
as the r grid. (This method was the speediest possible in terms of
machine time.) The extreme portions of each orbit, near the perigee and
apogee, were treated by a straight forward time integration, as were those
orbits that contained less than eight points of the r grid within the range
of r they covered. The latter method involved first calculating the
position of the test star over a series of equal time steps as it traverses
the orbit or portion of the orbit concerned.
In the orbital integration the local value of the Fokker-Planck
coefficients were obtained from the tabulated values by means of three point
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interpolation in v and two point interpolation in the polar angle, and three
point interpolation in r where necessary.
For a circular orbit the period must be defined as
This insures that
(See Appendix 1).
The orbital
_77-
/ 9_" +3 ?_Yr
9_ be a continuous function of the orbital parameters
Fokker-Planck coefficients were calculated as functions
of a and c, as defined in (3-6) and (3-7). The values of a used
progressed in steps of I/2 parsec for 0-_ a -_ 20, and 1 parsec for
_0 m a _ I00. The intervals for c were .05, 0 e c _---I. Derivatives
with respect to E and :[ were obtained by the chain rule formulas
JE ka(i-c ") aa _ o_c
a _ -co __f__ c2<'a ) I a_7f - 7 F E) * 7 ac
%The above equations were used to calculate the fluxes JE and
as defined in (2-4). The subroutines for differentiation with respect to
a and c gave the derivative of the best third degree fit to the closest five
points of the tabulated function, so one degree of smoothing was involved.
The values of the flux obtained from a = 7 to 60 parsecs were then
smoothed once more by fitting them to polynomials in a. Due to the large
variation of the magnitude of the flux over the range of a it was necessary
to make the polynomial fit in two sections, and on each section a polynomial
of fifth degree was used. The breakpoint was near a = 30 parsecs.
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The iterative calculation for _m and _ was similar to that for /79
and _ In the velocity space integration (5-35), the integrand
_op- (z_E_[_p _ was obtained by interpolation from a table in E and J.
After the integration the quantity _ _(/')/d3V _p/rl _i J]/d _ was
added to get the total oCIn(r]. The velocity integral in the latter expression
had only to be calculated once, and was subsequently kept in storage.
If a similar calculation is done in the future, I would suggest that the
flux and the time derivative of the distribution function due to local effects at
each point first be calculated, and that the orbital integration be carried out
after this. One can start with a three dimensional distribution space corn-
posed of the variables E, J, and r,
I b - pJ/w dEdSdr.
of the flux or the rate of change of f
in which the distribution function is
One may then take the local value
and average over r, since the mixing
effect of the orbital motion insures that the distribution function will not
depend on r. Thus, for example, the E flux becomes
 :16" ' dr
pJ  E JJ.o:dr
This formula is equivalent to the _E derived in the text, although in
this case the integration over r was introduced as an ensemble average
rather than a time average. At first sight it appears that there will be
-1
unintegrable divergences at the end points of the integrals when v
r
is
differentiated. However, it is easy to show by use of (3-15) and (3=17)
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that the combined numerators of the integrals in question go to zero at the
end points, fast enough to remove the infinities.
The above method would be a bit more difficult to program, but it is
advantageous to take derivatives as early in the calculation as possible
since differentiation magnifies any random error that may creep in. A
further improvement would be to do away with numerical differentiation
entirely, by evaluating the partial derivatives of the local Fokker-Planck
coefficients by means of phase space integrals derived from further
differentiation of the Rosenbluth-MacDonald-Judd formula.
Near the center of the cluster the stochastic coupling is very strong
and the distribution function is close to equilibrium, so the various terms
of the flux or of the rate of change of f, as given in (2-4) and (2-5),
respectively, become large and cancel each other very closely. It would
thus be of advantage to "renormalize" the calculation by subtracting out
the equilibrium term s.
Consider a cluster with a Maxwellian velocity distribution p(E) =
A _- c_ E, and a potential distribution identical to the one being studied.
Such a cluster does not have a sell-consistent potential but this does not
matter, we can imagine the potential to be due to some external agency
which is non-stochastic, that is, whose contribution to the potential is
smooth in space and time. The important thing is that such a cluster is
in statistical equilibrium. Now let
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where f and ( } are respectively the distribution function of the non_
equilibrium cluster and an arbitrary Fokker-Planck coefficient for this
cluster, and fo and ( >o are the corresponding qua.utities for the
idealized equilibrium cluster. Since the Fokker-Planck coefficients are
linear in the field star distribution, the _ ( > 's may be calculated
directly from the difference of the velocity space distribution functions of
the equilibrium and non-equilibrium clusters.
It is now easy to take out the equilibrium terms and leave ol_ly the
non-equilibrium effects. For example, _E becomes
jE
since
- '---i-  oor ) -
a JE
SF Eaj-)_'- For j->
.iJJ- _iJJ"
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